
We are serious about service. We are your cloud experts.We deliver business outcomes.

100%
Uptime SLA

4.9 Excellent
Trustpilot Score

+96
NPS Rating

Our fully managed private cloud hosting reduces complexity 

without compromising on security. The bespoke nature of our 

architecture allows our experts to design your private cloud 

hosting solution to your specific requirements with high 

performance, reliability and scalability, built-in from the start. 

Powered by VMware, our high availability private cloud is fully 

secure, resilient and hosted within our compliant data centres. 

Benefit from the most reliable technology providers, including 

dedicated HP blades to host VMs and lightning-fast HP 3PAR 

SANs solely for your organisation. 

Optimise
your performance

Scale your platform
with ease

Get the support
you need

Secure your 
cloud environment

Delivering business outcomes

Future-proof your business infrastructure

Managed Private Cloud
Single-tenant infrastructure, backed by experts

http://www.hyve.com


We are serious about service. We are your cloud experts.We deliver business outcomes.

With separation between the network, computer and storage layers, our 

private cloud solution is best suited to workloads and data that have 

demanding compliance, regulatory and data sovereignty requirements.

As a highly accredited cloud company, you can rest assured that when 

you choose to host with Hyve, you’re in very safe hands. All hosting 

solutions are deployed within our top tier data centres which are 

located across the globe.

By choosing private cloud hosting with Hyve, you can concentrate 

on tasks that provide real business value, while being completely 

assured that your critical business systems are managed, protected, and 

monitored by us, 24/7/365.

Global presence
With global locations to choose from 

you can ensure close proximity to your 

customers, guaranteeing low latency.

Rapid hardware replacement
If you select our recommended HPE 

BladeSystem servers, we can guarantee any 

faulty hardware will be identified, resolved 

and fixed within 20 minutes, keeping your 

business online at all times.

Resilient power and cooling
Our data centres all offer multiple 

layers of redundancy for power and 

cooling, with a 100% network and 

power uptime guarantee.

First-class security
Security is the backbone of our 

business. To protect your business 

against malicious attacks, we include 

1GB of DDoS protection with every plan, 

at no additional cost.

High availability built-in
All of our cloud platforms are 

high-availability as standard, 

ensuring that your business is fully 

Extra-mile support
Our UK-based support team are on hand 

24/7/365 to support your infrastructure 

and make complex hosting simple.

Managed Private Cloud 

Features of Hyve’s Managed Private Cloud

Hyve’s technical team not only know what 

they are doing and provide gold-standard 

support but are proactive to issues you may 

not have time to spot or recognise.

Why Hyve for managed private cloud?

“
Dan Stone
Chief Technical Officer,

Virim Technology

Contact us today
Tel: 0800 612 2524

Email: sales@hyve.com
Learn more
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